The industry standard for evaluating both new and existing credit relationships, especially with medium-to-high risk accounts

Business Information Report helps businesses evaluate the profitability, financial stability, and payment performance of customers, suppliers or business partners before entering into a new deal or extending credit. Assess another company’s business risk with a basic company profile, including payment history and trends.

Product Benefits and Uses:

- Minimize the credit risk associated with payment defaults with a detailed view of a company’s D&B PAYDEX Score, payment history and payment trends
- Make informed decisions on extending credit with a Dun & Bradstreet assessment
- Determine a company’s potential credit risk to your business with access to reported bankruptcies, public filings, and liens
- Verify that a business exists and examine its size, purpose, and net worth to help minimize fraud
- Review the backgrounds of owners and key employees of a business

D&B PAYDEX® Score
The PAYDEX Score is Dun & Bradstreet’s unique dollar-weighted numerical indicator of how a firm pays its bills and is based on trade experiences reported to Dun & Bradstreet by various vendors. The D&B PAYDEX Score ranges from 1-100, with higher scores indicating better payment history.

List Price: Single Report $121.99

Please contact a Credit Advisor today to learn more about Business Information Report.

www.dnb.com
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